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Maura Barry-Garland
Major Props Award

Hungry for Love
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Surgam

Hungry for Your Love

I drink dinner in bed alone
liquid ice cream again
I need you to come home
and fix the fridge
it broke when you went away
like my heart
now my ribs are rotting
and my bacon is too
things CAN fall apart for no reason you said
you’re a crappy engineer
I hunger for your embrace
and also for food
but the red velvet cake is green now
and the calamari grows hair like my legs
I lied I am not good at being grown
the beer is getting warm so I drink it all
this chicken soup is bitter like my soul
my poetry went bad with the butter
the bread got cold like our sex
& all our love is spoiled
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It’s a typical Saturday
Doing what one does
When all of a sudden
My phone goes buzz buzz

I look at the screen
A text shows up
A three word message
“Hey. U up?”

Of course! It’s midnight
On a weekend so
I’m obviously awake
Why would you even—OH.

I’m giddy by nervous
Egads—what a start!
Should I follow my head
Or listen to my…”heart”?

I make up my mind
And decide to text
You a sexy picture
That reminds you of sex

It tells of pleasures
That will never end
I send it to you.
And my childhood friend?!?

Oooh fuck fuck fuck fuck fuck fuck fuck…

Samantha Kuperberg
Wash Your Mouth out with Soap Award

U Up?
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“Hey girl! What’s up?
Long time no see.
Guess I answered your request
To see more of me.

If you could delete the pic
That’d really be great.
It’s for…someone else
Hashtag oops, smiley face.”

Send her the message
she deletes it real quick
Cuz unlike what’s in your photos
She’s not a huge dick

Then we’re back and we’re snappin’
And chattin’ real hot
We keep going and going
Then suddenly, you stop.

Did you go to sleep?
Did you run away?
Did you drop your phone?
Are you suddenly gay?
I’ve been left all alone
The loneliest I’ve ever felt
Things are really hard
Also, difficult.

Aphrodite—she weeps!
To her knees she falls!
Oh wait. Nevermind.
New picture. Lulz.
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U Up?

Then texting and snapping
Once again we go
And then you ask
For a live video

A smarter woman
Well, she’d say no
And I’m a smarter woman
So I say no.

But I text I will
And snap I shall
Cuz you’re fucking hot,
Benefits-having pal.
And yes I know
I am in too deep
(Also, that my
involvement is steep)
But I have things
that need to peak
And piles to text
before I sleep
And piles to text
before I sleep.
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Thirteen Ways of Looking at the Internet

with apologies to Wallace Stevens

I
Among twenty snowy mountains
The only thing moving
Was the frenzied pulse of the internet

II
I was of eleventy minds
Like a thread
In which there is more than one poster 

III
The vitriol whirled in the autumn winds.
It was a small part of the pantomime. 

IV
A man and woman
Are one.
A man and a woman and a centaur
Are one. 

V
I do not know which to prefer,
The beauty of inflections
Or the beauty of innuendoes
Setting the entire internet on fire
Or just after 

VI
Devil’s advocates filled the long window
With capitalized text.

Emily Kaddish
Dishonorable Mention

Thirteen Ways...
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Thirteen Ways of Looking...

The shadow of the cursor
Crossed it, to and fro.
My head
Hitting the desk
An indecipherable cause 

VII
O white cisbros of Harlem,
Why do you imagine golden birds?
Actually, go imagine some golden birds
And get out of my face;
Go bother some imaginary birds. 

VIII
I know noble accents
And lucid, inescapable rhythms;
But I know, too,
That the internet is involved
In what I know. 

IX
When I put my smartphone out of my sight
It was awesome.
I should do that more often. 

X
At the sight of a new post
Blinking by a green light,
Inevitably, the accusations of misandry
Would cry out sharply. 

XI
He rose over Connecticut
In a glass coach.
Once, a fear pierced him,
In that he mistook
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The shadow of his equipage
For that of someone in a complex relationship of
            accountability on both an intimate and a
            broader, more cultural level. 

XII
The internet is moving.
The bullshit must be flying. 

XIII
It was evening all afternoon.
It was snowing
And it was going to snow.
The blackbird sat
In the cedar-limbs
And decided
Not to hit “refresh.”
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To a Drone Fleet Dying Young
—or—
MMXIV
—or—

Dulce et Decorum Est Pro Predator Mori

With apologies to Mr. Housman, Mr. Owen, Mr. Brooke, 
and Mr. Binyon, our brave veterans, and most of the 

inahbitants of rural Yemen and Afghanistan.

00000001 : For The Crashed

With tacit thanksgiving, a dynamic-linked process to 
her component subprocesses

‘Mrica mourns for her drones flown far
Alloy of her alloy, satellite signal of her signal,
Fallen in the cause of endless war.

Solemn the props’ trill: Death august
And every other month
Slings rocket down upon the mortals feared
There is music in this senseless desecration
of human life, that shines as foreign tears.

00000010 : Anthem to Doomed USAF MQ-1 #087

Of fi! Alas alack the day
That you, intrepid remote soldier
Felt sleek composite body fall away,
And tumbled to wartorn ground
Across the sea

F.B. Jennings
Dishonorable Mention

To A Drone Fleet...
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As Icarus who soared too near the sun,
Your wings caught wind a smidge too distant from
Your teenage pilot’s signal sent, directant
To servos and controls that kept you extant.

Sweet Rest! In smoking wreckage, sure you know:
We shan’t forget your courage ‘gainst the foes
The way you aimed broad electronic senses
To cripple paltry enemy defenses.

Relax your priceless polyspectral eye
And strain no more its optics keen to spy
A wedding party or a camp terrorist.
Our memory forgives your role
as errorist,
and tucks discreetly into secret pockets
the details of the results of your rockets.

Brave soldier!
You’ve too long carried burdens far too great
upon your matte grey wings and carbon frame.
Rest now upon the fields you rent asunder
at whim of remote pilot’s aim or blunder.

Know all my days, proud here upon my breast,
This iron-plated poppy pin is press’d
In somber requiem your life promoted.
Forgive’d each Afghan farmer you exploded.

00000101 : The Soldier

If you should die, I’ll think but this of thee,
That there’s some crater of a foreign field
That is forever ’Mrica. There shall be
In that smouldering debris a richer wreck concealed.
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To a Drone Fleet Dying Young

A chassis ’Mrica bore, shaped, made electronically 
aware

Gave once her rare earth metals to love, her GPS 
sender/receiver to roam,

A 115hp turbo engine of ’Mrica’s, combusting un’Mri-
can air.

Washed in bandwidth, blest by defense subcontrac-
tors of home.

And think, your flight recorders, all data shed away,
A ping ’cross the eternal dataservers, no less
Gives somewhere back the encrypted burst-trans-

missions by ’Mrica given
Beams sights and sounds, dreams happy unlike her 

prey
And somewhere, in undisclosed locations,
Your signal light drops off
In peace, under a drone-patrolled heaven.
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Shall I compare thee to a summer’s day?
No. I like summer’s days.
A better metaphor would be a bear  —a great big,  

majestic bear
That has been hibernating for months.

No, you are like a Roman god.
Because you use “per se” a lot.
Incidentally, that phrase doesn’t mean ...whatever 

you think it means.
Look it up.

How about this? You’re Achilles,
Emerging from battle, victorious,
Drenched in the blood of your enemies.
Because, like him, you always seem to miss the point. 

(Heh heh.)

Perhaps I should say you’re biblical.
Yes! That’s it. You are an unnamed Sodomite.
Because there’s a not-that-special place in Hell for 

you.
And also you’re super into sodomy.

One last try: You are a modern-day Charybdis—
Omnivorous, insatiable, an irresistible force with un-

knowable depths.
That’s you, all right. Because you’re better viewed 

from a distance.
And you suck.

Grace Laidlaw
Dishonorable Mention

You
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Evan Siegel

Death
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—or—
How I Got Us Chucked out of the Matinee Screening of 

Dolphin Tale 2

Roses are red
the ocean is blue
those lesbian dolphins love each other
but not like I love you.

Love is a four letter word.
Dolphin is a seven letter word.
Fish is a four letter word.
It must be a sign
An aquatic mammalian neon sign
pointing to the fact we were meant to be.

Nothing can stop me from loving you
not one fish
or two fish
red fish
or blue fish

Not even my friend sitting two seats away saying
“Dammit Deanna you said you
were gonna be cool this time”

You say to me
“Who are you”
as if we haven’t met fifteen times
in past lives
you say to me
“I don’t know who you are”
as if anyone can even
really

Deanna Bennett
Dishonorable Mention

In the Dark with You
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In the Dark with You

know another person
what does “knowing” even mean,
really

you say to me
“The Oxford Dictionary defines the word ‘know’ as a 

verb which
means ‘to be aware of through observation,
inquiring, or information”
and also
“Will you please get down off
that chair,
you’re standing on my coat.”

a common bottlenose dolphin
in captivity may only live an
average of
20 years.

I will love you at least
21 years.

Nothing about you can deter this love
not your lack of a blowhole
your un-flipper-like hands
not even
those awful salmon shorts
that you, like all Columbia
men, insist on wearing.

(Not that I expect you to look
like a dolphin or anything
you just have to admit
they have a certain grace
that borders on sensual).
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I hope this poem isn’t too
misleading
I don’t want to make out with a fish
I want to make out with you
but maybe like
you could wear this dolphin
shirt when we do
you look great but
you could look better too.

When the security guard comes for us
as security guards tend to do
don’t despair.
don’t give in.

don’t say
“Honestly I don’t know who
she is, I just wanted to
see a movie with my niece.”

Hold fast, my love
and remember these words
spoken by Winter the Dolphin:

X Dolphin noise e
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My dearest, farewell. Can’t you see,
This ill-fated affair was doomed from the start.
My people are Jews;
Your people are Jews.
It could never have worked.

And how could I ever reveal to Mummy
The shame of how we met online
And the subsequent mortifying first date
You, waiting in a ‘round-the-block queue for
a $17 slice of cheese
And me, perced atop a telephone pole,
filled with anticipation and terror
Of love sparked online
We both misunderstood.

If you would only consider
Some of my sacred traditions
My family’s ancient customs
If you would only
join us at the members’ brunch at the American Mu-

seum of National History
Or the NPR Producers’ Circle
We would stand a fighting chance
Against the cruelties of fate.
But the vicious Aphrodite burdened you with
an obligation to your tennis match
While I clinked glasses with Lopate
(We missed, in our clinking of glasses, and bumped 

noses. It was awkward.)

Leave me, my sweet
As your well-meaning but cold-hearted parents must 

pry you from my arms

Michal Richardson
Third Place

East Side West Side Story
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And whisk you away
upstate
and a ways to the left
for your annual vacation in the Chautauqua.

Leave me dreaming of the passion we shared,
Not our differences
Let us not discuss your membership
To the Yale Club
Nor my membership
to Westchester.

While you embrace your family and set out
to conduct your strange and barbaric rituals
Think of me,
While you traipse about the lake together,
hunting boats.

I’ll sit here, overlooking the park,
contemplating hurling myself down the stairs of this 

wretched old split-level flat
gazing across the park,
imagining I can see your own vulgar penthouse
Not even caring enough to tear myself through the 

canopy of my heirloom feather bed
to make it downtown to my protest
(objecting that those such as myself should enjoy 

rent control.)

Recall me fondly;
shed a tear for me
and two
for a world that could wrack its inhabitants with 

such suffering, such anguish
all for the simple crime of park-crossed love.
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East Side West Side Story

O, my precious flame! My delicate object of putrid 
love and horrid, glorious lust!

I think fondly back to
those nights I tore my hear out awaiting your arrival,
The way you would dash up the five flights and ex-

plode in, breathless,
aching for me,
positively bursting with ejaculations
of
“Where the fuck is Broadway?!
How the Christ can it be on both sides of Amsterdam 

at once?”

And I, patiently, I
would cradle your head to my
bosom,
the one I had before your mother insisted upon the 

surgery,
(and don’t think I didn’t notice
that the fur she wore last Yom Kippur
came from the outlet post of Saks.
O, I noticed.)

I would sooth you with sweet nothings,
explaining that it’s not exactly a bowl of cherries 

coming to see you either,
in your Bizarro wasteland where right is left, up is 

down,
everyone looks like a person I know but wears a 

moustache
(as long as we’re talking about your mother)
And where the toilets flush backwards.
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And you, oh, how I tenderly I remember,
Would marvel at my people’s ability
To walk around standing on our heads all day.
(There’s no way I could articulate to you, my angel, 

my dove.
It’s just how I was raised,
from the bottom up,
top down.)

O, the children we might have shared;
Wretched little mixed mutts they would be!
Tearing our families apart with holy grief
Gleefully ripping my insides open,
The adorable demons.

Here I’ll sit, forlorn in my antique oak wing chair
Grateful for the hot tears flowing down my cheeks
As freely as Dom Perignon—quite frankly I’ve for-

gotten which is which
Giving my thanks for the gift
of our nights together
Hurtling across dire dangers luring behind a door-

man

And placid playgrounds unknown
Into your unparalleled caress,
Awaiting that moment of ecstasy when you’d take 

me by the arm
And teach me your exotic ways,
Dropping me off at the nail salon,
Or when I tired of this, the bank.
O, the intoxicating scent, even now, of tiny purse 

dogs
Drives me simple wide with desire.
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East Side West Side Story

Let’s not delude ourselves, darling.
Crosstown love is dreadfully inconvenient.
After all, the M86 simple doesn’t run terribly fre-

quently.
O, but ssssshhhhh.
Don’t speak
Of a taxi
We simply can’t afford
To be tacky.
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—or—
“DO NOT STEAL”

O Captain! My Captain!
Shall I compare thee to a summer’s day?
‘Twas brillig, and the slithy toves
 Did gyre and gimble in the wabe.
Two roads diverged in a yellow wood,
And I met a traveller from an antique land
Who said: “I saw the best minds of my generations 

destroyed by
madness,
 starving hysterical naked,
dragging themselves through the negro streets at 

dawn looking 
for an angry fix,”
And this maiden she lived with no other thought
 than “I am the Lorax. I speak for the trees.”
Twinkle, twinkle, little star,
Would I were as steadfast as thou art--
Tyger! Tyger! burning bright,
She walks in beauty, like the night.
O Captain! My Captain!
How do I love thee? Let me count the ways:
 One fish, two fish
Red fish, blue fish
Into the valley of Death
Rode the six hundred.
And on the pedestal these words appear:
 Quoth the Raven “My anaconda don’t--”

[Exit, pursued by a bear.]

For: Walt, William S., Charles, Robert, Percy, Allen, 
Edgar, Theodor, Jane, John, William B., George,  
Elizabeth, Alfred, & Onika.

Sarah Billings
Second Place

Original Poem
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Poem written approximately one hour after the removal 
of my wisdom teeth

i have knees! 
i have knees! 
i have knees!
i can jump and land,
i can bend over and pick up babies
because i have knees, and that’s crazy!
my knees, two crystalline eyeballs blinking,
two lost stones, river-babbled bone ornaments,
vaults perpetually unlocking!
i can kick nurses and break through doors,
there ain’t no use in knocking!

Never have I marveled sufficiently
at the glory of my fleshy blue knees!
Now that my head is a pile of blood,
I come to life in my limbs, I run free!

I run free from the surgery room half drugged
and into los angeles naked like an angel
let loose from captivity in hell!
Prepare to be parted, sea of automobiles,
for I am the bloodstained Moses of the 21st century!

my eyes, my twelve white-hot swords!
terrorize the flow of pedestrians
with bloodshot persistence!
my eyes like bullfrog thunderstorms,
my eyes the amputated hands of cats
down out of the burning sky!

Ethan Barretto
First Place

Poem written...
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I unhinge my ribs and all of my organs for your
hundred and nine degrees,
for your fucked up billboards and breezeless alleys
and hotdog boys and chain gangs and infinite bro-

ken glass!
i close my cosmic abdomen around all the city and 
pump into it a blood like night and thunder!
heart, spleen and lungs torn asunder,
only a sentient bloodthing laughing
as it pitches forward into the center of the summer,
only blood and cottonballs forever.

i wander through the city from moment to moment
as if through a tunnel or a circus
of endlessly evolving organs, organs climbing up out 

of the sidewalk,
organs watching from behind the windows of restau-

rants,
organs tumbling across the sky.
i find that life is fluid, expansive, unlimited.
i find that i can sleep inside my head while
for hundreds of thousands of miles in every direc-

tion,
my body is evolving and waking up,
curling reluctantly into the dim glow of sanity
from out the mouth of deep anesthesia,
undigested and crushed to a numb pulp
of redness, cotton, and sharp summer,
alone in East LA, on the sidewalk in silence,
suddenly unsure of why i came,
a lost white boy tossed up on the scrapmetal beach 

of california,
half high with pride and bloodloss,
the last saint of the surgery chair
awake at last.
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